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Viruses exhibit a diverse array of strategies for infecting host cells and for virion re-
lease after replication. Cell exit strategies generally involve either budding from the cell
membrane or killing the host cell. The conditions under which either is at a selective ad-
vantage is a key question in the evolutionary theory of viruses, with the outcome having
potentially important impacts on the course of infection and pathogenicity. Although a
plethora of external factors will influence the fitness of either strategy, here we focus just
on the effects of the physical properties of the system. We develop theoretical approaches
to assess the effects of the time delays between initial infection and virion release. We
show that the length of the delay before apoptosis is an important trait in virus evo-
lutionary dynamics. Our results show that for a fixed time to apoptosis, intermediate
delays lead to virus fitness that is lower than short times to apoptosis – leading to an
apoptotic strategy – and long times to apoptosis – leading to a budding strategy at the
between-cell level. At fitness minima, selection is expected to be disruptive and the po-
tential for adaptive radiation in virus strategies is feasible. Hence, the physical properties
of the system are sufficient to explain the existence of both budding and virus-induced
apoptosis. The fitness functions presented here provide a formal basis for further work
focusing on the evolutionary implications of trade-offs between time delays, intracellular










Viruses have evolved to infect a diverse range of hosts, from bacteria to vertebrates. For2
viruses infecting organisms that lack cell walls, virions can exit infected cells either by3
crossing the cell membrane – herein referred to as budding – or by killing the cell (Freed4
2004; Buchmann and Holmes 2015; Bird and Kirkegaard 2015). Leaving infected cells is5
the only way to infect new cells for many viruses. Those that are lysogenic, however, can6
be replicated along with host genetic material during cell division.7
A key question in the evolutionary theory of viruses is under what conditions is budding,8
killing the host cell or lysogeny at a selective advantage? This question has been addressed9
in some detail for lytic and lysogenic phages (Stewart and Levin 1984; Bonachela and10
Levin 2014; Maslov and Sneppen 2015; Berngruber et al. 2015; Weitz et al. 2019; Li11
et al. 2020). In addition, both theoretical and experimental studies have considered the12
evolution of the duration of the latent period for phage – the time between infection and13
killing the cell (Abedon 1989; Wang et al. 1996; Abedon et al. 2001, 2003; Wang 2006;14
Chantranupong and Heineman 2012). Using optimality models, Abedon 1989, Wang15
et al. 1996 and Abedon et al. 2003, showed that although a longer latent period results16
in a higher yield, shorter latent periods may be selected for when host cell density is17
high. This is because at high cell densities, the phage latent periods are long relative18
to the time it takes to infect susceptible cells. Wang 2006 demonstrated experimentally19
that there is a linear association between the phage latent period and yield and that20
there is an intermediate optimal time to killing the host cell, but the specific timing21
differed from results obtained from modelling. Chantranupong and Heineman 2012 also22
showed discrepancies between theoretical predictions of the duration of the latent period23
and experimental results, suggesting that constraints and genetics affect the accuracy of24
model predictions. Nevertheless, these theoretical studies have provided a foundation for25
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Most phages are transmitted either by killing the host cell or by lysogeny, but some27
can be secreted across the host envelope without killing the cell. As such, most of the28
theoretical work has focused on the former two strategies. However, viruses that infect29
organisms lacking cell walls can either exit the cell by killing the host cell or by budding.30
This brings an extra dimension to the evolution of the latent period – should a virus31
inhibit cell death for as long as possible and exit cells by budding only? Few studies have32
addressed the evolution of virion release strategies for viruses other than phage. Some33
viruses that infect organisms lacking a cell wall can also incorporate into host genetic34
material, but here we focus on budding and virus-induced cell death.35
There are many ways viruses can control cell death (Hay and Kannourakis 2002), and36
the process of cell death itself varies (Fink and Cookson 2005). For simplicity, we refer37
to virus-induced cell death as apoptosis, to distinguish from background, or natural, cell38
death. Apoptosis is programmed, in contrast to necrosis, which is a passive, degenerative39
process (Fink and Cookson 2005). Viral components can either entirely prevent, delay,40
or induce apoptosis (Shen and Shenk 1995; Hardwick 1998; Hay and Kannourakis 2002;41
Everett and McFadden 2002). While apoptosis can be induced as a protective measure42
by the cell, a virus capable of rapid replication and release by inducing apoptosis may be43
at an advantage compared to a virus which inhibits apoptosis and exits cells by budding,44
if one way of preventing cell death is by restricting replication (Randall and Griffin 2017).45
While virus-induced cell death is generally associated with non-enveloped viruses, such46
as picornaviruses, evidence shows that some non-enveloped virus-cell combinations can47
result in viral exit by traversing the cell membrane (Bird and Kirkegaard 2015). Fur-48
thermore, research involving single-cell analyses show that both the cell and the virus49
can cause between-cell variation in time to apoptosis and virus yield. For example, 15-50
30% of poliovirus-infected cells failed to lyse, even at time points after 24 hours (Guo51
2017). Similarly, products of enveloped viruses can induce apoptosis, potentially to the52
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Krakauer and Payne 1997 developed a differential equation model of between-cell virus54
transmission including both budding and apoptosis. The model was used to show that,55
in general, higher apoptosis rates will be selected for when the mean lifetime of the cell is56
high and the budding rate low. Their model assumed that budding begins immediately57
after cell infection and that the time to apoptosis is exponentially distributed.58
Furthering work in this area for viruses of vertebrates, Komarova 2007 argued that differ-59
ential efficiency of antibodies could explain the evolution of virion release by apoptosis.60
The theory was motivated by the assumption that budding and apoptotic viruses have61
similar intracellular replication rates and, in the absence of an antibody response, budding62
viruses that keep cells alive would have a selective advantage.63
There is some evidence, however, that budding viruses have lower viral replication rates64
compared with apoptotic viruses. For example, Anderson et al. 1988 demonstrated that65
encapsidation of Hepatitis A virus in cells inhibits transcription throughout the replica-66
tion cycle, reducing overall virus production in comparison to other picornaviruses that67
cause cell death. For paramyxoviruses, Young et al. 2019 showed that single amino acid68
changes could convert an apoptotic to a budding infection by reducing intracellular viral69
replication at late stages of infection. Similarly, Frolov et al. 1999 suggested a direct70
correlation between viral RNA replication and cytopathogenicity for Sindbis virus.71
In addition to variation in intracellular replication rates, the time to a virus either releas-72
ing mature virions by budding from a cell or the time to inducing apoptosis are likely two73
important parameters influencing the evolution of either strategy. The delay between cell74
infection and mature virion production is well documented, frequently referred to as the75
‘eclipse phase’ (Davey et al. 1973; Uchil and Satchidanandam 2003; Baccam et al. 2006;76
Holder and Beauchemin 2011). Bonachela and Levin 2014 showed that modelling the la-77
tent period between infection and release as a fixed time delay, rather than exponentially78
distributed, affected evolutionary outcomes for phages, but to our knowledge similar the-79
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There have been no attempts to consider the evolutionary dynamics of budding and81
apoptotic strategies, while accounting for potential differences in intracellular replication82
rates, alongside delays between infection and virion cell exit.83
Rather than focus on a single hypothesis – e.g. antibody response – for the evolution of84
either strategy, here we look more broadly at virus evolutionary dynamics with respect to85
budding, apoptosis and the latent period. Considering evidence that viruses classically86
assumed to kill host cells may also exit by crossing the cell membrane and vice versa for87
viruses that predominantly bud (Liao et al. 1997; Su et al. 2001; Bird and Kirkegaard88
2015), we develop theoretical approaches and determine: i) the parameters most impor-89
tant in influencing virus evolutionary dynamics when both budding and apoptosis occur;90
ii) the impact of including a budding delay and fixed time to apoptosis on the relative91
fitness of apoptotic and budding strategies; and iii) the conditions under which either92
strategy is at a selective advantage.93
2 Modelling between-cell virus transmission94
Assuming constant hazard of apoptosis and immediate budding We model virus95
infection of cells using the following three ordinary differential equations, with numbers96
of susceptible cells (S), infected cells (I) and virions (V) as state variables:97
dS
dt
= rS − βSV − µCS
dI
dt
= βSV − µCI − αI (1)
dV
dt
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where r is the cell replication rate, β is the virus infection rate on susceptible cells, µC is98
the cell death rate, λ is the virus budding rate - the rate at which virions leave infected99
cells before cell death or apoptosis, α the apoptosis rate and γ the virus yield at apoptosis.100
Lastly, µV is the virus decay rate.101
At two extremes, if the budding rate (λ) is zero and the apoptosis rate (α) and virus102
yield at apoptosis (γ) are non-zero then the model reflects an apoptotic infection where103
virus kills the cell and virions are released only on apoptosis. If α and γ are zero and λ is104
non-zero, this reflects a budding infection with virions leaving the cell via budding only105
and virus not inducing apoptosis.106
Assuming fixed time to apoptosis and budding delay One simplifying, underlying107
assumption (in this model - Eq. 1) is that apoptosis is exponentially distributed and108
therefore could happen immediately after infection. By a similar assumption, new progeny109
virions can leave cells immediately by budding. This is violated in nature: there must110
be a period of RNA replication, protein production and encapsidation, RNA genomes111
are packaged into capsids, before mature virions are produced (Regoes et al. 2005). We112
therefore extend the model in Eq. 1, to incorporate a fixed time to apoptosis (τ) and a113
time delay before virus budding can occur (τ ′):114
dI
dt
= βSV − µCI − βS(t− τ)V (t− τ)exp(−µCτ)
dV
dt
= λI(t− τ ′)exp(−µCτ ′) + γβS(t− τ)V (t− τ)exp(−µCτ)− µV V. (2)
In this model, τ represents the time between a cell becoming infected and virus being115
released by apoptosis. The term βS(t − τ)V (t − τ)exp(−µCτ) therefore represents the116
number of infected cells that have been infected for time τ and have not died from natural117
death (µC). The case is similar for the terms including the virus budding rate (λ) and118
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For the model without delays, we can set either the budding rate (λ), or the yield at120
apoptosis (γ) and the apoptosis rate (α), to zero to represent either of the virion release121
strategies. For the model including delays, variations of Eq. 2 are required to do this.122
Either the term including λ and τ ′ is removed to represent a strategy where the virus123
kills the cell to release virions, or the terms involving the time to apoptosis (τ) and yield124
(γ) are removed to represent a purely budding strategy. These two model variations are125
provided in Supplementary Appendix A (Eq. S1, S2) and are used in the evolutionary126
invasion analysis to compare the two virus strategies, as described below. Figure 1A127
shows a schematic for the combined model and Fig. 1B and C show the schematics for128
two separate models used in the evolutionary invasion analysis (Fig. 1D). The equilibrium129
for the number of susceptible cells is used in the evolutionary invasion analysis and the130
equilibrium conditions for all models are provided in Supplementary Appendix A (Eq.131
S3-S6).132
2.1 Virus fitness133
Fitness is defined as the change in the per capita net growth rate (Fisher 1930; Michod134
2000). Net growth rate is simply dX/dt and fitness is then (1/X)(dX/dt). For dX/dt =135
rX, fitness is r, the intrinsic rate of increase. Different mathematical approaches are136
required in deriving fitness functions (akin to the per capita net growth rate) when the137
underlying dynamics are more complex (Vincent and Brown 2005). The approach involves138
determining when the strategy can invade from rare and draws on the mathematics139
of dynamical systems theory. This approach has been widely used in deriving fitness140
functions for evolutionary ecological scenarios (Metz et al. 1992; Cohen et al. 1999; Bonsall141
and Mangel 2004, 2009; Klug and Bonsall 2014). Here, we show how this approach can be142
used to derive virus fitness functions from the governing equations for the virus dynamics.143
Virus fitness is the outcome of virus infection, replication and survival. In our dynam-144
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functions consider the entire life cycle of the virus. In Supplementary Appendix A, we146
derive virus fitness functions for both models (Eq. 1,2), and variations of the delay model147
with apoptosis (Eq. S1) and budding only (Eq. S2) strategies. The approach uses the148
determinant of a matrix of the partial derivatives of the contribution of infected cells (I)149
and free living virus (V ), termed the Jacobian. The dominant eigenvalue of this matrix150
is a measure of virus fitness – equivalent to the per capita net growth rate. Note that this151
is not the same as the basic reproduction number. For simple systems, the equivalence152
of this interpretation with the basic reproduction number can be shown (Hurford et al.153
2010). Positive fitness (positive eigenvalues) is required for virus to spread.154
For the model without delays (Eq. 1), taking the determinant and setting equal to zero155
then solving the expression for ω, the eigenvalues of the matrix, gives a function for virus156
fitness (Supplementary Appendix A Eq. S7-9). Deriving the virus fitness functions for157
the models including fixed time to apoptosis and budding delay (Eq. 2 and Eq. S1-2)158
is more complex. However, an approximation enables a function to be derived similar to159
that for the model without delays (Supplementary Appendix A S10 - S12). We also use160
complex analysis to work through a full derivation of the invasion criteria to investigate161
the interplay between the time delays, budding rate and yield at apoptosis on virus162
fitness. This derivation is approached in a similar way to the simpler methods used to163
approximate virus fitness and is fully described in Supplementary Appendix A.164
2.2 Evolutionary invasion analysis165
The virus fitness functions as detailed in Eq. S7-14 (Supplementary Appendix A) describe166
the intrinsic rate of increase for a single virus strategy. However, these fitness functions167
also provide, along with equilibrium conditions, the means to assess the ability of a mutant168
virus to invade a resident virus population and hence assess the relative fitness of two169
different virus strategies. An alternative mutant virus emerges from rare and competes170
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by the number of susceptible cells available for mutant virus to infect in the presence of172
the resident virus.173
We assume that for a resident virus, the number of susceptible cells is at an equilibrium174
(Ŝ), determined by the parameters of the resident virus. The other parameters for the175
fitness function are determined by the mutant virus - thus the function describes the176
intrinsic rate of increase of a mutant virus if introduced to a resident virus infection177
at equilibrium. As the steady state level of susceptible cells that the mutant virus ex-178
periences is set out in terms of the resident virus parameters, then locating the fitness179
boundaries in parameter space allows the effects of mutant virus evolution in the presence180
of resident virus to be investigated. This involves using numerical methods (see below)181
for solving these boundaries.182
For both models, we investigate the conditions under which an apoptotic virus would be183
competitive against a budding virus. For this analysis we assume that there is a resident184
virus capable of virion release by budding only and a mutant virus capable of virion185
release by apoptosis only. See Supplementary Appendix A for explanation of how this186
is derived from the models in Eq. 1 and Eq. S1 (including budding delay) and Eq. S2187
(including fixed time to apoptosis). The resulting mutant virus fitness functions are given188
in S15 and S16, Supplementary Appendix A.189
2.3 Numerical analyses190
To quantify the effects of changes in model parameter values on virus fitness we carried191
out thorough sensitivity analyses of the fitness functions. Latin hypercube sampling was192
used to generate 1000 parameter sets for each function within the ranges provided in193
Table 1, assuming a uniform distribution for each parameter. Although estimates from194
the literature (Table 1) suggest that the delay between cell infection and apoptosis is195
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spectrum of viral strategies from early release of virions by apoptosis to predominant197
release by budding and keeping cells alive. For all analyses the number of susceptible198
cells, S = 106.199
For the evolutionary invasion analysis, we assume for both viruses β = 10−6 (probability200
of infection), µV = 0.1 hours
−1 (virus clearance rate) and cell death rate – variable (µC),201
were equivalent. We set α = 1/24 hours−1 (apoptosis rate) for the model without delays,202
and where appropriate, set τ = 24 hours (fixed time to apoptosis) and τ ′ = 1 hours203
(budding delay) for the model with delays. The resident virus budding rate (λ) was204
set to 100 hours−1. The values for the virus yield at apoptosis (γ) obtained from the205
invasion analysis were divided by the average (1/α), or fixed (τ), time to apoptosis and206
subsequently by the resident virus budding rate (λ) to get a relative virion production207
rate necessary for invasion by an apoptotic virus.208
3 Results209
3.1 Virus fitness in the absence of delays210
For the model with immediate budding and a constant hazard of apoptosis (Eq. 1), virus211
fitness (Eq. S9, Supplementary Appendix A) increases monotonically with the probability212
of infection (β), budding rate (λ), yield at apoptosis (γ) and the apoptosis rate (α), within213
the ranges given in Table 1 (Fig. 2). If the virus yield at apoptosis is independent of the214
apoptosis rate, fitness is particularly constrained by these two parameters, in addition to215
the probability of infection (Fig. 2A). For low values of the yield at apoptosis, average216
time to apoptosis (1/α) and the probability of infection, there is no combination of other217
parameter values, within the ranges used, that could result in a fitness equivalent to that218
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could be obtained even when the budding rate (λ) is low (2A). However, if virus yield220
at apoptosis (γ) increases as the apoptosis rate (α) decreases, assuming that the longer221
the cell is alive the more virions can be produced, fitness is no longer constrained by the222
apoptosis rate and the effects of the virus budding rate and yield at apoptosis are similar223
(Fig. 2B).224
These results highlight that if both the virus yield and apoptosis rate can be maximised,225
there are conditions under which an apoptotic virus could be at an evolutionary advan-226
tage. In addition, assuming the probability of infection (β) and the virus decay rate (µV )227
are equivalent between an apoptotic and budding virus, then the virus budding rate (λ),228
compared with the apoptosis rate (α) and yield at apoptosis (γ), relative to the cell death229
rate (µC), will determine evolutionary outcomes.230
Evolutionary invasion analysis shows a virus that only releases virions by apoptosis will231
be more competitive than a virus that only releases virions by budding, if its rate of232
intracellular virion production exceeds a given threshold. For example, if the cell death233
rate is 1/10 hours−1, the intracellular production rate of an apoptotic virus would need234
to be approximately ten times greater than that of a budding virus to invade, increasing235
linearly with the average cell lifespan (Fig. 3A). Similarly, as the average time to apoptosis236
increases, the virus yield at apoptosis would need to increase linearly for invasion to occur.237
However, the underlying rate of intracellular virion production required for an apoptotic238
virus to invade a resident budding virus would actually decline, under the assumption239
that yield is virus production rate per unit time multiplied by the total time to apoptosis240
(Fig. 3B). If the intracellular replication rate is equal between a budding and an apoptotic241
virus, the amount released upon apoptosis for the apoptotic virus will be lower than the242
total amount produced by a budding virus up until natural cell death of the persistently243
infected cell. In order for an apoptotic virus to be competitive, the intracellular rate of244
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3.2 Virus fitness considering time delays246
Including a budding delay and fixed time to apoptosis in the model (Eq. 2) gives similar247
results in terms of the relative amount of intracellular virion production an apoptotic248
virus would need, to be competitive against a budding virus, as a function of the cell249
death rate (Fig. 3A). For this model, however, the results of invasion analysis are not a250
linear function of the time to apoptosis (τ). The relative amount of virus produced per251
unit time by infected cells required for invasion would initially decline, but then increase252
(Fig 3B).253
These differences are also reflected in the results of sensitivity analysis, where the budding254
delay (τ ′) and time to apoptosis (τ) dominate the outcome of the virus fitness function255
relative to other parameter values (Fig. 4). In particular, virus fitness is constrained by256
the duration of the budding delay, whereas even for relatively long times to apoptosis257
there are combinations of other parameter values that can lead to relatively high virus258
fitness (Fig 4). By comparison of the plots in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 it can be seen that the259
values for virus fitness are overall lower for the model including delays. This is because260
time delays affect survival – up to a point of invasion – and these losses accrue and261
therefore lower fitness relative to a system without delays. A simple example to illustrate262
this is shown in Supplementary Appendix A (Eq. S17 - S20).263
Fitness minima exist as a function of the time to apoptosis (τ) for some combinations264
of parameter values – particularly a short budding delay (τ ′) relative to average cell265
lifespan (1/µC) and a budding rate (λ) sufficient to contribute more to transmission as266
the apoptosis delay increases (Fig. 5).267
To explore this fitness minimum further, and the interaction between the time delays (τ ,268
τ ′), yield at apoptosis (γ) and budding rate (λ), the full derivation of the virus invasion269
analysis (S21-28, Supplementary Appendix A) allows two different cases associated with270
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the relative ratio of virus births to deaths has to be greater than the apoptsosi time delay273
(τ) for the virus to spread under long budding delays.274









> τ ′ (4)
The relative ratio of virus births to deaths has to be greater than the budding time delay277
for the virus to spread under long apoptosis delays.278
279
These limiting cases highlight that time lag differences in budding versus apoptosis can280
introduce trade-offs in virus fitness that influences the occurrence of fitness minima. The281
general invasion condition with explicit delays until virus budding and virus apoptosis is:282






Other things being equal (µV = µC = βS), this expression can be simplified to:283
γexp(−τ) + (1− exp(−τ))λexp(−τ ′) > 1. (6)
Solving this expression for the virus yield at apoptosis (γ) as a function of the virus284
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yield (γ) is required to endure positive fitness (Fig. 6A). However, for fixed delays (τ ′ ≤286
τ), as the yield from budding (λ) increases, less investment in virus yield at apoptosis is287
required to ensure positive fitness (Fig. 6B). This trade-off in investment emerges as a288
consequence of time-lag differences between budding and virus yield at apoptosis.289
4 Discussion290
Here, we have developed theoretical approaches to understand the interplay between291
apoptosis, budding and time delays on the evolution of virus replication strategies.292
Viruses cannot immediately leave host cells. Several steps of genome replication and293
assembly must be carried out before mature virions are produced. This results in a delay294
between infection and virus release. We have shown that the length of this delay is likely295
an important trait in virus evolutionary dynamics, for viruses that can either leave host296
cells by budding or killing the host cell.297
Our results show that intermediate times to apoptosis lead to virus fitness that is lower298
than short times to apoptosis - leading to an apoptotic strategy - and long times to299
apoptosis - leading to a budding strategy at the between-cell level. At the between-300
cell level, trade-offs arise from the physical properties of the virus system. While the301
role of time delays on destabilizing dynamics in biological systems is well established302
(Mackey and Glass 1977; Gurney et al. 1980; Cooke and Grossman 1982), the evolutionary303
biological effects of explicit time lags seems less well developed (but see Fenton et al. 2006;304
Bonachela and Levin 2014). Here, we have shown how differences in time delays between305
virus budding and apoptosis are the explicit, physical drivers of trade-offs and hence lead306
to the formation of fitness minima in the adaptive landscapes (e.g. Fig. 4). At these307
minima, selection is expected to be disruptive and the potential for adaptive radiation in308
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to generate multiple virus strains is beyond the scope of the current work but clearly a310
future next step in understanding the dynamics of virus evolutionary coexistence.311
While there exists a body of theoretical work with respect to phage evolutionary dynamics312
(Stewart and Levin 1984; Bonachela and Levin 2014; Maslov and Sneppen 2015; Berngru-313
ber et al. 2015; Weitz et al. 2019; Li et al. 2020), including the evolution of phage lysis time314
(Abedon 1989; Wang et al. 1996; Abedon et al. 2001, 2003; Wang 2006; Chantranupong315
and Heineman 2012), there have been few mathematical analyses of evolution for viruses316
that do not undergo lysogeny and exit cells by either budding or apoptosis. We are only317
aware of two such studies (Krakauer and Payne 1997; Komarova 2007). For lytic phage,318
killing the host cell is the only way to release virions, and there is evidence that interme-319
diate times are at an advantage (Wang 2006). This contrasts with our findings of fitness320
minima for intermediate times to apoptosis, for viruses able to exit cells also by budding.321
Krakauer and Payne 1997 present a model similar to our first model with constant hazard322
of apoptosis and immediate budding, but used the levels of free virus or uninfected cells323
at equilibrium as a measure of fitness. Rather, our approach encompasses the entire324
virus life cycle in a single fitness function, as encouraged by Alizon and Michalakis 2015.325
Krakauer and Payne 1997 also assumed that virus could immediately start budding from326
infected cells. The analyses of our second model shows that the budding delay is, however,327
likely an important parameter in virus evolutionary dynamics.328
There are, of course, a plethora of external factors not accounted for in our relatively329
simple models of virus infection that will undoubtedly contribute to determining the330
relative fitness of either strategy in a given context. For viruses infecting multi-cellular331
organisms, cell type, in addition to immune responses, will be particularly important332
to consider. Infections of multi-cellular organisms therefore present a greater difficulty333
for modelling than chemostat systems of bacteria and phage. Our intention here was,334
however, to provide a general foundation for further work that would introduce trade-offs335
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With respect to immunity, Komarova 2007 used a more complex model, including time337
delays and interactions with the immune system, to show that differential efficiency of338
antibodies could explain the evolution of virus release by killing host cells. While antibody339
responses of vertebrates may be an adequate hypothesis for the evolution of apoptotic340
viruses, here we have shown that a simpler explanation arises from the physical properties341
of the system.342
While virus release by apoptosis may be at an advantage if apoptotic bodies containing343
virus go undetected by the immune system before they are taken up by susceptible cells344
(White 1996; O’Brien 1998), viruses that exit by budding may be able to transfer be-345
tween adjacent cells, similarly avoiding the immune system (Bird and Kirkegaard 2015).346
As viruses have evolved a diverse range of strategies for evading host immune responses347
(Ploegh 1998), any future analyses that begin to incorporate these complexities will likely348
have to be tailored to specific virus and cell types, in contrast to our general approach349
here. Of relevance to our analysis is the ability of many viruses to inhibit, or postpone350
apoptosis, by targeting different cellular pathways, including those that counteract in-351
terferon (Ploegh 1998; Hay and Kannourakis 2002; Everett and McFadden 2002). The352
ability to postpone or completely inhibit apoptosis shows that viruses have evolved mul-353
tiple strategies to alter the timing of cell death to their advantage. Our findings suggest354
that either times to virus production and release by apoptosis should be as short as355
possible, or relatively long to allow continued release of virus by budding.356
Other, related, extensions to the analysis presented here would be to introduce trade-offs357
in the parameters that feature in the virus fitness functions, arising from intracellular358
replication dynamics. For example, an increase in the rate of intracellular replication can359
lead to earlier apoptosis (Frolov et al. 1999). While both trade-offs and external factors360
will likely influence the outcome of our analyses, it does not affect our conclusion that361
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Increases in the intracellular replication rate likely also have implications for mutation364
rates, leading to trade-offs in the amount of viable virus produced, the time to apop-365
tosis as well as the evolutionary potential of a virus. For example, for positive-sense366
single-stranded RNA viruses, two extremes of virus replication within cells have been367
described and the effect on replication and mutation rates quantified (Thébaud et al.368
2010; Sardanyés et al. 2012; Regoes et al. 2013). Stamping machine replication is when369
all encapsidated viral genomes come from negative strands that are copies of the infecting370
genome. As there is only a single template within a cell, progeny viral genomes increase371
only linearly over time. Alternatively, geometric replication involves using multiple gen-372
erations of positive strands as templates for the final genomes that become encapsidated.373
As a consequence, mutation rates will be higher for the geometric strategy and replica-374
tion rate will be increased. Although few studies have estimated intracellular replication375
strategies, Mart́ınez et al. 2011 demonstrated that Turnip Mosaic virus genomes arise376
from c. 93% stamping machine. In contrast, Schulte et al. 2015 showed that poliovirus377
replicates predominantly by a geometric strategy.378
Whether there is a general trend for apoptotic viruses to replicate geometrically remains379
to be quantified, but it provides a mechanistic explanation why some viruses can have380
higher intracellular replication rates, which may initiate cell death processes at earlier381
time points. The interplay between time delays, replication and mutation rates therefore382
have consequences for the evolutionary rates determined by different viral strategies. If383
apoptotic strategies arise because of geometric replication, an additional advantage may384
be generation of greater viral diversity and exploration of the fitness landscape.385
The theoretical approaches developed here provide a formal definition of virus fitness at386
the cellular level and could be used to generate hypotheses and inform the design of in387
vitro experiments. For the evolutionary invasion analyses, we assume that the system is388
at a steady state before invasion by a mutant virus. This approach could be extended by389
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Our analysis has considered two extremes for modelling the virus within-cell latent pe-391
riod. We acknowledge that there is more likely to be an intermediate between these two392
models, with the time to budding or apoptosis varying between individual cells. How-393
ever, our work serves as a basis for future analyses of infection strategies common to RNA394
viruses infecting multi-cellular organisms and similar to Bonachela and Levin 2014 for395
phages, has shown that model assumptions can have important implications for predicted396
evolutionary dynamics.397
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Table 1: Parameters and values used for sensitivity analysis. The value for r is not
provided here as it does not feature in the virus fitness functions. Invasion analyses were
carried out assuming that the system is at equilibrium.
Notation Description Value Range References
β Probability of infection 10−6 0 – 10−5
λ Virus budding rate 100 (hours−1) 1 – 500 1-3,5
γ Virus yield at apoptosis 2400 (virions per cell) 1 – 12000 1,2,3,7
α Virus apoptosis rate 1/24 (hours−1) 1/200 – 1/2 1-5,7
τ Fixed time to apoptosis 24 (hours) 2 – 200 1-5,7
τ ′ Budding delay 2 (hours) 2 – 72 1-5,7
µV Virus decay rate 0.1 (hours
−1) 0.001 – 0.5
µC Cell death rate 1/120 (hours
−1) 1/500 – 1/24
1 – Poliovirus: Furness 1961, 2 – Semliki Forest and Kunjin virus: Davey et al. 1973, 3 – Japanese
encephalitis virus: Uchil and Satchidanandam 2003, 4 – Influenza virus: Holder and Beauchemin 2011,
5 – Vesicular stomatitis virus: Timm and Yin 2012, 6 – Dengue virus: Quinn et al. 2013, 7 – Zika virus:










1 Schematic of models used to obtain virus fitness functions and in evolu-587
tionary invasion analysis. A) shows the conceptual model for Eq. 1 (no588
delays) and Eq. 2 (delays). B) shows the schematic for the model in Eq.589
1 assuming the virus budding rate (λ) is zero and Eq. S1 with no virus590
budding. C) shows the schematic for the model in Eq. 1 assuming the591
apoptosis rate (α) and virus yield at apoptosis (γ) is zero and Eq. S2592
with no virus-induced apoptosis. D) shows the models for budding only593
and apoptosis only strategies, combined in the evolutionary invasion anal-594
ysis, where a resident virus that exits cells by budding is invaded by a595
mutant virus that exits cells by apoptosis (Eq. S15, S16 of Supplementary596
Appendix A). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30597
2 Virus fitness (Eq. S9, Supplementary Appendix A) for the model without598
delays (Eq. 1), as a function of each model parameter. Each plot shows599
virus fitness for 1000 samples from each parameter range using Latin hy-600
percube sampling and assuming a uniform distribution. Parameter ranges601
are detailed in Table 1. For the plots in (A) the virus yield at apoptosis602
(γ) is independent of the apoptosis rate (α), whereas for (B) (γ) scales603
with 1
α
. See Table 1 for further details of the parameters. . . . . . . . . 31604
3 Evolutionary outcomes for apoptotic versus budding virus as a function605
of apoptotic virus production rate and: A) average cell lifespan (µC); B)606
time to apoptosis ( 1
α
for the model without delays or τ for the model with607
delays). Results determined by invasion analysis, assuming an apoptotic608
virus which releases virions by apoptosis invades a virus which releases609
virions by budding only. Lines represent equivalent fitness – above the line610
the apoptotic virus can invade, below the line the apoptotic virus cannot611
invade. The analysis assumed that the virus clearance rate µV = 0.1612
hours−1, probability of infection β = 10−6 and cell death rate µC = 1/120613
hours−1 (B) or variable (A), were equivalent for both viruses. For both614
plots, the budding delay τ ′ = 1 hours for the resident virus. For (A), the615
mutant virus apoptosis rate α = 1/24 hours−1 for the model without delays616
and τ = 24 hours for the model with delays. For (B), the x axis represents617
the average time to apoptosis (1/α) for the model without delays and τ for618
the model with delays. The resident virus budding rate (λ) was arbitrarily619
set to 100 hours−1. We calculated the relative apoptotic intracellular virus620
production rate by dividing the resulting virus yield at apoptosis (γ) from621
the invasion analysis by the average or fixed time to apoptosis and then622
divided this by λ. Equations used to produce this figure are Eq. S15 and623
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4 Virus fitness (Eq. S12, Supplementary Appendix A) for the model without625
delays (Eq. 2), as a function of each model parameter. Each plot shows626
virus fitness for 1000 samples from each parameter range using Latin hy-627
percube sampling and assuming a uniform distribution. Parameter ranges628
are detailed in Table 1. Samples where the budding delay was greater than629
the time to apoptosis (τ ′ > τ) were omitted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33630
5 Virus fitness (Eq. S12, Supplementary Appendix A) for model including631
delays (Eq. 2) as a function of time to apoptosis (τ). Shorter budding632
delays (τ ′), relative to average cell lifespan (µC) and higher budding rates633
(λ) result in a fitness minimum. Other parameter values kept constant634
- background cell death rate (µC) = 1/24 hours
−1, virus clearance rate635
(µV ) = 0.1 hours
−1, virus yield at apoptosis (γ) = 5000, probability of636
susceptible cell infection multiplied by the number of infected cells (βS) =637
1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34638
6 Trade-offs in investment in budding yield and yield at apoptosis. (A)639
Longer times (in hours) to apoptosis (τ) require greater investment in640
yield (parameters λ = 0, τ ′ = 2). (B) Other things being equal, differences641
in time delays generate trade-offs in budding yield - yield at apoptosis642
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Figure 1: Schematic of models used to obtain virus fitness functions and in evolutionary
invasion analysis. A) shows the conceptual model for Eq. 1 (no delays) and Eq. 2
(delays). B) shows the schematic for the model in Eq. 1 assuming the virus budding rate
(λ) is zero and Eq. S1 with no virus budding. C) shows the schematic for the model in
Eq. 1 assuming the apoptosis rate (α) and virus yield at apoptosis (γ) is zero and Eq. S2
with no virus-induced apoptosis. D) shows the models for budding only and apoptosis
only strategies, combined in the evolutionary invasion analysis, where a resident virus
that exits cells by budding is invaded by a mutant virus that exits cells by apoptosis (Eq.
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Virus yield at apoptosis (γ) Virus decay rate (µc) Natural cell death rate (µv)
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Figure 2: Virus fitness (Eq. S9, Supplementary Appendix A) for the model without
delays (Eq. 1), as a function of each model parameter. Each plot shows virus fitness for
1000 samples from each parameter range using Latin hypercube sampling and assuming
a uniform distribution. Parameter ranges are detailed in Table 1. For the plots in (A)
the virus yield at apoptosis (γ) is independent of the apoptosis rate (α), whereas for (B)
(γ) scales with 1
α
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Figure 3: Evolutionary outcomes for apoptotic versus budding virus as a function of
apoptotic virus production rate and: A) average cell lifespan (µC); B) time to apoptosis
( 1
α
for the model without delays or τ for the model with delays). Results determined by
invasion analysis, assuming an apoptotic virus which releases virions by apoptosis invades
a virus which releases virions by budding only. Lines represent equivalent fitness – above
the line the apoptotic virus can invade, below the line the apoptotic virus cannot invade.
The analysis assumed that the virus clearance rate µV = 0.1 hours
−1, probability of
infection β = 10−6 and cell death rate µC = 1/120 hours
−1 (B) or variable (A), were
equivalent for both viruses. For both plots, the budding delay τ ′ = 1 hours for the
resident virus. For (A), the mutant virus apoptosis rate α = 1/24 hours−1 for the model
without delays and τ = 24 hours for the model with delays. For (B), the x axis represents
the average time to apoptosis (1/α) for the model without delays and τ for the model
with delays. The resident virus budding rate (λ) was arbitrarily set to 100 hours−1.
We calculated the relative apoptotic intracellular virus production rate by dividing the
resulting virus yield at apoptosis (γ) from the invasion analysis by the average or fixed
time to apoptosis and then divided this by λ. Equations used to produce this figure are
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Figure 4: Virus fitness (Eq. S12, Supplementary Appendix A) for the model without
delays (Eq. 2), as a function of each model parameter. Each plot shows virus fitness for
1000 samples from each parameter range using Latin hypercube sampling and assuming
a uniform distribution. Parameter ranges are detailed in Table 1. Samples where the
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Figure 5: Virus fitness (Eq. S12, Supplementary Appendix A) for model including delays
(Eq. 2) as a function of time to apoptosis (τ). Shorter budding delays (τ ′), relative
to average cell lifespan (µC) and higher budding rates (λ) result in a fitness minimum.
Other parameter values kept constant - background cell death rate (µC) = 1/24 hours
−1,
virus clearance rate (µV ) = 0.1 hours
−1, virus yield at apoptosis (γ) = 5000, probability
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Figure 6: Trade-offs in investment in budding yield and yield at apoptosis. (A) Longer
times (in hours) to apoptosis (τ) require greater investment in yield (parameters λ = 0,
τ ′ = 2). (B) Other things being equal, differences in time delays generate trade-offs in
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